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Section 8.3

This is a direct consequence of Theorem 8.3.4

By the argument in the proof of Theorem 8.3.4
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Again by Theirem 9.3.4 and Definition 8.3.5
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Section 8.4

As is implied in Q6 define two sequences of function
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Then by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 8.4.1
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And by the uniqueness argument in Theorem 8.4.4 we tan also

derive CM and Six are unique in the sense that
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Section 9，1

A sequence Sanl is said to be conditionally anurgent if

Ian is convergent but Ěhl is divergent

Let Pri 芈 9
an if a 0

0 otherwise
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Then Élcnl⼆点 2Pn ankilan 29nl
Since Ěknl diverges but Ěan is convergent

both ÉPn andĚqn are divergent



Section 9

la

Sine Gbnl is bounded we an find a large List

IbnK L for all n
Then Ělabnl LĚknl ⼼
Moreover the sum Ělaibil is monotonely increasing
Hence Élanbnl converses

by Consider an 下 bnili
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But Ěanhn ⼆ Ě⽅ diverges


